
DESCRIBING ACTING – Comprehensive Word Bank 
 

TONE OF VOICE 
harsh agitated suspicious melancholic crude 

calm reflective accusative jolly concerned 

friendly relaxed controlled lively civil 

placid pleading regretful cheery urgent 

arrogant imperative amused patronising commanding 

aggressive indecisive bemused scornful ecstatic 

cheerful intrigued insightful chauvinistic malicious 

confident curious frightened sorrowful villainous 

appeasing exasperated sardonic crest-fallen motherly 

sly overwhelmed joyful glum amorous 

insistent disheartened depressed irate ignorant 

proud harsh reminiscent incensed devious 

questioning solemn formal passionate zany 

timid surprised informal mischievous scared 

whining shocked positive lusty sad 

excitable remorseful pessimistic lecherous anxious 

courageous elated neutral sleazy superior 

sulking argumentative indifferent canny authoritative 

miserable insolent optimistic coarse apprehensive 

encouraging annoyed assertive stern wary 

suspicious satisfied patronising nervous inquisitive 

boastful serious rough bitter tender 

convincing demoralised coarse perplexed hopeful 

reassuring understanding cool fiery zealous 

frightened sincere happy elated angry 

sarcastic condescending serene jocular firm 

melodramatic offensive caring flirtatious irritating 

excited whinging    

     

     

     



 

VOCAL TECHNIQUES 
elements of voice 

pace pitch volume emphasis 

accent projection pause timbre 

intonation tone   

ways to use voice 
shout stutter roar hesitate chortle 

bawl blurt spit grunt breathy 

scream falter hiss spoken under breath sharp intake of breath 

cry snigger laugh moan cackle 

yell holler murmur yelp gulp 

whisper cry question monotone jeer 

mumble whine sing howl mouth 

bellow stage whisper screech tail off hoarse 

shriek gasp cackle groan hesitate 

cheer suppress giggle growl squeak voice shaking 

bellow elongate chatter whoop stammer 

sob emphasise snigger silence snivel 

wail crow pant project titter 

squawk    announce 

weep     

blubber     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 



 

WAYS OF SITTING/STANDING 
position posture 

shoulders back sit forward head hung stooped 

shoulders forward bending down spread out bowed 

shoulders hunched standing on tiptoe recline sloppy 

arms hanging limply reaching high kneel up contorted 

arms tensed legs stretched out in front kneel on one leg (proposing) still 

back straight one leg tucked underneath bow limp 

arms around body bending sideways weight on one leg uptight 

leaning forwards crouching leaning on elbows upright 

leaning back squatting head in hands hunched 

head bowed turned away from kneeling resting 

open/closed body language curl up sit back lounging 

hand on hip arched back standing to attention floppy 

arms folded curled up on floor propped up unbalanced 

hands placed in lap feet crossed (sitting) legs crossed outstretched 

cross-legged (on floor) leaning on… on one leg swaying 

on edge of seat   falling 

   slouched 

   slumped 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

 

 
 



 

FACIAL EXPRESSION 
things to do with face expression 

narrow eyes lick lips pout angry lively 

widen eyes curl lip gawp relieved pleased 

roll eyes bottom lip out beam suspicious distressed 

wink bite lip (ashamed) flare nostrils apprehensive gloomy 

blink bite lip (anxious) screw up nose in awe miserable 

blink rapidly bite lip (pondering) flush shocked merry 

stare quivering lip blush surprised staggered 

peer purse lips puff out cheeks confused astonished 

glare open-mouthed jutting jaw suspicious shocked 

eyes wide (fear) mouth pulled to one side (concentration) cry concerned puzzlement 

eyes wide (amazed) mouth pulled to one side (anger) blank face friendly bewildered 

close eyes grimace (pain) head to one side (quizzical) open baffled 

one eye closed (concentration) grimace (anger) tongue poking out (concentration) sulking hesitant 

squint (looking) open mouth (lost for words) poke tongue at aggressive doubtful 

squint (thinking) smile tongue hanging out  mischievous joyful 

sleepy eyes half smile teeth clenched awkward thrilled 

eyes half closed wide smile raise an eyebrow stunned uncertain 

look sideways/at others sneer raise both eyebrows embarrassed defiant 

look (someone) up and down spiteful grin eyebrows knitted together worried concentration 

eyes up to side (reminiscing) menacing smile sombre frown frightened knowing 

looking down ashamed grin  disapproving frown regretful impressed 

looking skywards snarl furrowed brow calm furious 

scowl smirk  cold  

     

     

     

     

     

     

 



 

GESTURES 
shake fist shrug clench stick up one finger tickle 

shake hands shove salute quotation marks rub hands (cold) 

twiddle thumbs hold hands squeeze click fingers rub hands (in glee) 

rub hands together fiddle hand up flat (stop) finger across throat (death) clap 

clench fist fidget wipe forehead pinch shrug 

wave at grasp ruffle hair bite nails hands up in defence 

wave away clutch poke point conducting 

grab hit flick indicate throttle 

fling grab beckon thrash clasp hands 

waft show tap stretch beg 

punch grope count cuddle plead 

press rub shush (finger to mouth) rub face elbow 

pat reach make a gun shape clutch seize 

push pat scratch wave both hands for attention reach 

slap imitate pick flap arms like a duck pray 

high five summon jab hands on hips open arms 

throw swing finger to mouth (thinking) arms folded rub arms 

pull jerk thumbs up embrace flail 

caress mime stick up two fingers hug shake 

strike tug suck thumb chopping motion flap 

brandish signal pick nose   

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 



 

WAYS OF WALKING/MOVING 
crawl walk moonwalk meander tread lightly 

race trot sway trudge wander 

run hop wobble hastily dawdle 

dawdle jump shudder stagger swagger 

hurry roll slide back away from march 

clamber side-step glide writhe prance 

scuttle drift shift from foot to foot amble plod 

stroll charge follow skate travel 

scramble dash crouch strut waddle 

skip sprint lay lope hurriedly 

amble tumble spin creep scamper 

turn towards trip turn advance towards bound 

turn away dance jog chase rapidly 

wriggle shimmy fall cower from loiter 

squirm climb walk backwards stagger briskly 

kneel up lunge sit stomp dragging feet 

lean towards leap shiver trot slowly 

back away from saunter weave limp stride 

tiptoe shuffle pace   

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     



 

EMOTIONAL – ADVERBS AND ADJECTIVES 
adverbs  

adjectives quality speed passive active 
stiffly quickly vulnerably aggressively shy 

gracefully hastily apprehensively impatiently embarrassed 

elegantly calmly sleepily defensively relaxed 

femininely casually shyly confidently fidgety 

awkwardly suddenly cautiously assertively still 

strangely slowly meekly proudly frozen 

quirkily eventually reluctantly haughtily tense 

weirdly rapidly weakly strongly puny 

neutrally swiftly passively actively powerless 

easily smartly limply energetically controlled 

helpfully briskly feebly vigorously subtle 

thoughtfully nimbly sluggishly forcefully alert 

reflectively immediately quietly violently restless 

movingly moderately gently frenziedly sleepy 

assiduously languidly ineffectually savagely lively 

precisely leisurely helplessly powerfully young 

slyly hurriedly peacefully angrily old 

motherly frantically surreptitiously  threateningly small 

reassuringly steadily timidly determinedly tall 

serenely frenetically nervously enthusiastically unconcerned 

     

     

     

     

     

     

 


